Introduction
Let A be a connected commutative ring with l, and let A denote the universal covering (= separable closure) of A in the sense of Galois theory (cf. e. g. [8] ). The main goal of the present paper is to give a contribution to the following problem: Classify all coverings B c A of A (= direct limits of finite etale connected extensions of A), such that l < [A : B] < .00. For A a field a complete answer to this problem has been given by Artin and Schreier [2] , [3] : For every such covering B we have [A : B] -2, and B is a real closure of A with respect to an ordering of A. In this way the isomorphy classes of coverings B of A with l < [A : B] < oo correspond uniquely to the orderings of A.
To generalize Artin-Schreier's theory to rings we have to find a suitable substitute for the orderings of a field. To my firm conviction this substitute are the signatures. A Signatur e a of the ring A is defined s a homomorphism from the Witt ring W (A) of Symmetrie inner product spaces over A [20] to the ring 1L of integers. This definition is motivated by a result due to Harrison [10] and Leicht-Lorenz [19] , which says that for A a field the signatures of A correspond uniquely to the orderings of A. The value of the signature σ corresponding to a given ordering on a inner product space E is Sylvester's index of inertia of E with respect to the ordering, i. e. the number of positive coefficients minus the number of negative coefficients in an arbitrarily chosen diagonalization of E t Thus we consider pairs (A, a) consisting of a connected commutative ring A and a signature σ of A. There is an evident notion of morphism φ: (A, a)-> (5, τ) between pairs (ci. § 2), which for A and B fields just means, that 99 is a homomorphism from A to B compatible with the orderings corresponding to σ and τ. We call φ a covering, if the ring homomorphism φ: A -> B is a covering. We further call a pair (Λ, ρ) real closed, if (/?, ρ) does not admit coverings except isomorphisms. Finally we call a covering α: (^4, σ)-» (/?, ρ) with (/?, ρ) real closed a real closure of the pair (A, σ). Using Zorn's lemma, it is easily seen that every pair (A, a) has at least one real closure.
Let a: (A, a) -> (/?, ρ) denote a fixed real closure of (A, σ). We shall prove in § 3 and § 5 the following two general theorems: ( 
1) Any other real closure of (A, σ) is isomorphic to a over A 1 ). (2) [A : R] <Ξ 2. If some prime number p is a unit in A, then [A : R] = 2. Furthermore in the case that 2 is a unit, A = /?[/-l ].
In part II of this paper we shall see, that the real closures of a local ring A have nearly all the pleasant properties discovered by Artin Basic tools to prove the results (0.1)-(0. 5) are provided by two papers [16] , [17] written jointly with A. Rosenberg and R. Ware, and by an important theorem of A. Dress (see Theorem 2. l in § 2). In particular, the Statement (0. 4) follows almost immediately from (0. 3) and the arguments in the proof of Proposition 4. 8 of [17] .
The result (0. 3) strongly suggests to study more generally rings A equipped with involutions J A (which are allowed to be the identity). This will be done in this paper. In § l we develop a theory of coverings for such rings and more generally without additional work for rings on which an arbitrary fixed finite group π is acting. Signatures and real closures can be defined for connected rings with involution in an analogous way s above, and results similar to (0. 1)-(0. 5) will be proved.
If A is a ring with J A == id, and σ is a signature of A, then we call, since now, a real closure of (A, a) in the category of rings without involution, s defined above, a strict real closure of (A, σ), and we reserve the notion "real closure" to the maximal coverings of (A, σ) in the category of rings with involution. These notions are closely related: Let A denote s before the universal covering of A in the category of rings without involution, and let (/?, ρ) be a strict real closure of (^4, er). In the case [A : R] = i the pair (JR, ρ) is also a real closure of (A, a) {J R == id}. In the case [A : R] -2 a real closure of (A, σ) is given by the ring A equipped with the automorphism / Φ id of A/R s involution and a suitable signature of (A, J).
We call the involution J A non degenerate, if A is finite etale pf degree two over the ring ,A of fixed elements of J A . We shall prove in § 6 the rather surprising fact, that for a connected ring A equipped with an arbitrary involution and an arbitrary signature a a real closure of (A, a) has a non degenerate involution, if at least one prime number p is a unit in A.
If J A = id or J A is non degenerate, then the theory of real closures of A can be reduced to the theory of strict real closures of A Q . For A a field we always meet one of these cases. Thus it is reasonable from our point of view, that Artin and Schreier never studied fields with involution. I wish to thank A. Dress, A. Rosenberg, and R. Ware for discussions and letters which have proved to be helpful for the theory presented here. The experienced reader will perceive the close connections between the methods used in this paper and Dress' theory of Mackey-functors, in particular in Section 3. § 1. Equivariant coverings
We study commutative rings (with 1) on which a fixed finite group π acts from the left by ring automorphisms. Such rings will be called π-rings. For our applications in this paper only the case π = Ζ/2Ζ is needed, but the purely formal study of this section does not present serious additional difficulties for arbitrary finite π, and could equally well be done for schemes. All propositions of this section are well known in the case π = 1.
A homomorphism φ: A -> B from a π-ring A to a π-ring B is of course an ordinary ring homomorphism, mapping l to l, which is compatible with the π-actions. The homomorphism φ is called finite etale, if φ is finite etale s an ordinary ring homomorphism ( [9] , § 18. 3). A π-ring A is called connected, if A does not contain any idempotent different from 0 and l which is invariant under π. Assume A is connected. Then clearly A has only finitely many primitive idempotents e l , . . ., e r , on which π acts transitively. Assume in addition that φ: A -> B is a finite etale homomorphism into a π-ring B. Then the projective module J?^^) over Ae i has for every e i constant rank, since Ae i is a connected ring in the ordinary sense. Since π acts transitively on the e f , these ranks are all equal. Thus the ring B without π-action, which is denoted by | B\, is a projective module of constant rank over \A \. This rank will be denoted by [B: A] and will be called the degree of the finite etale homomorphism φ. Notice that in the case [B: A] > 0, i. e. B Φ 0, the map φ must be injective. Unless the contrary is explicitly stated, we assume since now in this paper, that all occurring rings are φ 0.
An idempotent e of a π-ring A will be called a π-idempotent, if e is invariant under π, and a π-idempotent e Φ 0 will be called π-primitive, if e is not the sum of two orthogonal π-idempotents e 1 and e 2 which are both Φ 0. In this paper only π-rings A will occur with |-A \ containing only finitely many idempotents. Let {e l , . . ., e t } be the set of π-primitive π-idempotents of A. We call the π-rings A i \ = Ae { the components of A (and t regard them s subsets of ^1). Clearly A is the direct product Π A t of the A i in the category of π-rings, the projections p i : A-> A i being defined by p^a) = ae t .
For two π-homomorphisms φ : A -> B and α : A -> C the tensor product B ® A C with respect to φ and <x is defined s the usual tensor product \B\ ®\ A is a pushout in the category of π-rings. Let A be a connected π-ring. We call a π-homomorphism φ: A -> B a finite covering, if φ is finite etale, the π-ring B is connected, and B Φ 0. Proof. Consider the diagram (1.0) with oc : = β ο φ. Here Β <g> C is a finite product r Π E { of connected φ-rings E i . Let Λ!, ...,<x r denote the components of l ® oc and i = l φ ι , . . ., <p r denote the components of φ ® 1. Since l <g> oc and φ ® l are finite etale, all a € and 9?^· are coverings. By the pushout property of our diagram there exists a unique homomorphism μ from B ® C to C with μ o (99 ® 1) = id c and μ o (l ® <x) = /?. Since C is connected and Φ 0, the homomorphism μ maps all π-primitive π-idempotents of B ® C to 0 except one. Thus μ factors through a unique canonical projection p i : B ® C-^E iμ = γ ο p... From μ o (<p ® 1) = id c we obtain γ ο φ. = id c . This implies in particular, that the kernel of γ : £^-> C is generated by an idempotent ( [8] , p. 96), which must be invariant under π. Since E i is connected this idempotent must be 0, i. e. γ is injective. Thus we see that γ is an isomorphism. Since β =· γ o p. 0 (l <g> a) = γ o 0^ and <x f . is a finite covering, also β is a finite covering.
We call a homomorphism ψ : A -> B from a connected π-ring A to a π-ring B a covering, if φ is the direct limit of a direct System (99^ : A -> B i^ ψ^, i,j € /) of finite coverings. By Lemma 1. l then also all ψ^: B t -> B^ are coverings, and in particular injective. Thus the canonical maps γ ί : B i -> B from the B t into the direct limit B are injective, B is connected, and φ: A^ B is injective. Regarding B s an overring of A we can say more simply that an injection A -> B is a covering, if every finite subset of B is contained in a ring B' with A c B' c B and A ^» B' a finite covering. iii) We now prove the proposition in the general case. We choose a directed System (C^ ί ζ I) of subrings of C containing A such that all inclusions A <=-> C i are finite coverings. Let D i denote the ring generated by β (B) and C i in C. We shall show that for every i € / the homomorphism B -> D i induced by β is a finite covering. Then it will be clear that β is a covering. We fix some C t and call it C", and we denote the corresponding D i by D'. The tensor product B ® A C' is finite etale over 5, and thus is a finite product 
9 is a covering and γ^ is a finite covering. Since also A ^> C' is a finite covering we obtain from Proposition 1. 2 and part i) of the proof that φ^ is a covering. Since C' °> C is a covering we further obtain from part ii) of our proof that d is injective. Thus <5 is an isomorphism. The map B-* D' induced by β is clearly d ο γ.. It is a finite covering. We call a π-ring C simply connected, if C is connected and every covering of C is an isomorphism. We further call any covering φ: A -> C of a connected π-ring A with C simply connected a universal covering of A. We prove this now only in the special case that π is a group {l, /} with 2 elements, sufficient for our applications. The general case will be settled in an appendix of this Proof. Since the B { themselves are generated by families of finite coverings of A, we may assume that all B t are finite over A. Furthermore B is the union of the rings generated by the finite subfamilies of (B iy i € /). Thus we may assume in addition that / is finite, and then even that our family consists of two rings B±, B z . The map b± ® J 2 h^ 6 1 For an arbitrary covering B a A οι A the subring C of A generated by the images λ (B) of all ^4-homomorphisms λ from B to A is a covering of A by Proposition 1. 9, which clearly is galois. We call C the galois h ll of B l A. If B is finite over A, then B admits only finitely many .A-homomorphisms into A by Proposition 1. 6, and hence C is also finite over A.
In particular the finite galois coverings C < A of A constitute a directed family of subrings of ^4, whose union is A.
The restriction maps G (A) -»> G(C/A) induce an isomorphism
with C running through all finite galois coverings of A in A. We use this isomorphism to make G (A) a profinite topological group.
For any subgroup H of G (A) we denote s usual by A
H the ring of all elements in A fixed under H. Clearly H -A** with H the closure of H in G (A). We now state the fundamental theorem of equivariant Galois theory.
Theorem 1. 11. The coverings B < A of A correspond uniquely to the closed subgroups H of G (A) by the relations B = H , H = G(B).

The covering B is finite over A if and only if G(B) has finite index in G (A), and then
For the proof we need two lemmas.
Lemma 1. 12. Assume B «c A is a covering of the connected η-ring A, and G is a group of automorphisms of B over A. Then the ring A' -B G is a covering of A and B is a galois covering of A 1 . If G is finite then G -G (B l A').
Proof. In B the subrings B' > A which are finite coverings of A and stable under all automorphisms of ΒΙΑ constitute a filtered family whose union is B. This remark allows to reduce the proof to the case that B is finite over A. Then also G is finite by Proposition 1. 6. We now verify that \B is with respect to G a galois extension of A'\ in the sense of Auslander-Goldman and Chase-Harrison-Rosenberg 
. Assume (B^ i € /) is a family of subrings of A which are coverings of A. Then also the intersection of the B t is a covering of A.
Assume B is a finite galois covering of A with group G. For every g in G we consider the π-homomorphism We shall also need the following corollary of this proposition. 
Corollary 1. 16. Assume φ : A -> B is a galois covering and oc : A -> C is a homomorphism into a connected η-ring C, such that there exists at least one homomorphism
(B, C). This is our assertion. § 2. Definition of signatures and real closures
Since now π is always a group consisting of two elements l, /. For any π-ring A we denote by J A the Involution on A induced by /. For a in A we often write α instead of J A (a). We say that the ring A is local, resp. semilocal, resp. Dedekind, etc. if the ring | A \ without π-operation has this property. The ring of elements fixed under J A will be denoted by A Q and will usually be regarded s a π-ring with trivial Operation.
Let ΐ^(^) denote the Witt ring of hermitian inner product spaces over A. The elements of Τ^(^4) are suitable equivalence classes of pairs (E, Φ) with E a finitely gener ated projective ^4-module and Φ a non singular hermitian form on E, linear in the first argument and antilinear with respect to J A in the second. The case J A = id is allowed. We refer the reader to [16] , § l and to [20] for the basic definitions. (In [16] the term u non degenerate" is used instead of u non singular".)
The equivalence relation for hermitian inner product spaces used in the definition of W (A) will be denoted by ~, and the equivalence class of an inner product space (E, Φ) will be denoted by [E, Φ]. We often write E instead of (E, Φ) and
125). If | A \ is connected, then every inner product space E over A has a constant rank, denoted by dimE, and the map [E] ·-> dimE mod 2 from W (A) to I l is well dofined. We call this homomorphism the dimension index v and its kernel the fundamental ideal I(A) of W (A).
An inner product space (E, Φ) with E a free A-module will often be denoted by an hermitian matrix (a^) with a tj = Φ^^ e^ for some basis e 1? . . ., e n of E. In particular every unit a of A Q yields a free space (a) of rank one. An orthogonal sum K) J_ · · · J_ (aj will also be denoted by (a 1? . . ., a n ). This has been proved in [17] , §4 under the additional assumption that A contains an element μ with μ + μ = 1. A proof not using this assumption will be published in the near future [15] . (The assumption about the residue class fields Al$il above is only needed in the case J A φ id, and perhaps can also be eliminated in this case.)
For E an inner product over A and σ a signature of A we usually write σ (E) instead of σ ( [E] This has been shown for A semi-local in [16] . From the semi-local case one easily obtains a proof of Theorem 2. 3 in general by use of the following theorem, due to A. Dress.
Theorem 2. 4. Let A be an arbitrary commutative π-ring. For every minimal prime ideal P ofW(A) thereexists amaximal ideal m of A 0 and a minimal prime ideal Q of W(A m ), such that P is Ihe inverse image of Q with respect lo the canonical map from W (A) to W(A m ).
The prooi of this important theorem, whose details have been thoroughly checked by the present author, will appear in the near future (Dress, oral communication*)). The main tool used in this proof is Lemma 10. l in [6] (with the group G there being 1).
Assume φ: A -> B is a π-homomorphism, σ is a signature of A and τ a signature of B. We say that τ extends σ (with respect to 99), or that a is the restriction of τ to A, if the diagram
W (A)
commutes. We often denote the restriction σ by τ\Α, if there is no doubt which map φ is considered.
According to the Theorems 2. w ith values ± 1. If A is semi-local, then σ is unjquely determined by this character. This is evident if A \ is connected, since then W(A) is generated by the elements [(a)]. But it is also true if | A \ is not connected, cf. [17] , end of § 2. In the semi-local case we usually identify σ with the corresponding character of ^4*. The reader is advised to consult § 2 of the paper [17] for a more detailed description of these characters, and to consult § 4 of the same paper, if he wants to see how to deal with signatures of semi-local rings in much the same way s with orderings of fields. Later on we shall need the following
Proposition 2. 5. Assume A is a commutative π-ring with \ A \ connected. Then for every signature a of A and z in W (
Proof. Let m be a maximal ideal of A Q such that a extends to a signature τ of A m , and let z' denote the image of z in W(A m ). Then a (z) = τ (z') and v (z) = v (z'). Thus we have to show v (z') = τ (z') mod2, i. e. we have reduced the proof to the case that A 0 is a local ring. In this case Proposition 2. 5 is clear from the fact that W (A) is generated by tbe classes of free spaces (a) of rank one (or cf. [16] , Example 3. 11 last line).
We now consider pairs (^4, σ) consisting of a π-ring A and a signature σ of A. Proof. The first assertion is again clear by Zorn's lemma. To prove the second we may assume without loss of generality T c R and that γ is the inclusion map. Clearly T < R 0 . Now the ring R Q is a covering of T by Lemma 1. 12. Since the signature ρ\R 0 extends τ we must have R 0 -T. Furthermore by the same lemma [R :
Since now we also use the following terminology: Let (^4, a) be a connected pair and remember that A denotes an arbitrarily chosen fixed universal covering of A. We say that a connected pair (5, τ) is a covering (resp. real closure, etc.) of (A, σ), if A <c B c A and the inclusion map i : A ^ B is a morphism from (A, a) to ( , τ) which is a covering (resp. real closure, etc.). This can be proved by the same argument s used in [17] in the semi-local case, cf. the proof of Lemma 5. 3 in that paper.
Let now σ be a fixed signature of A and let φ : A -> B be a fixed finite etale π-homomorphism. We denote by S (99, a) the set of all signatures τ of B which extend a with respect to φ. B) . Here the sum is taken over all τ in S (φ, er), with the convention that this sum is zero if S (99, er) is empty.
Definition.
A trace formula with respect to φ and a is a map n : S (99, a) -> TL such that η(τ) = 0 except for finitely many τ in S (φ, σ), and (3.2) τ\σ for all z in W (
Bemark.
We shall see below that actually S (φ, σ) is always a finite set.
Lemma 3. 3. For given φ and a there exists at most one trace formula.
Proof. Assume n and n' are two different trace formulas for a. We choose some τ 0 in S (φ, σ) with η(τ 0 ) Φ η'(τ 0 ). Let M denote the finite set of all τ in S (φ, σ) such that n (τ) and n' (τ) are not both zero. For every τ in M let P (τ) denote the kernel of Since all these P (τ) are minimal prime ideals of W (B), the intersection of all P (τ) with τ in M and τ Φ τ 0 is not contained in Ρ(τ 0 ). Thus we can find some z in W (B) with τ 0 (ζ) Φ 0 but τ(ζ) = 0 for all other τ in M. Now evaluating er(Tr*(z)) using both trace formulas n and n' we obtain the contradiction
We now state the main result of this section. We postpone the proof of Theorem 3. 4, and first draw some consequences from this theorem. For the coefficients n (τ) of the unique trace formula belonging to φ and σ we now write more precisely τι(τ, φ) or η(τ, A), and we call η(τ, φ) the multiplicity of r with respect to φ or A.
Inserting the unit element of W (B) into our trace formula we obtain We mention a rather trivial application of this handy criterion for extendability of signatures. (ii) If oc is a covering, then by Proposition 1. 3 also β is a covering. Thus if in addition φ is a real closure then β must be an isomorphism. We now enter the proof of Theorem 3. 4. We consider the Situation described in part (iii) of this theorem. Starting from the diagram (1.0) with the letter C there replaced by R we obtain a diagram Let now τ 0 denote a fixed signature in S (φ, σ) and choose some morphism 0 from (5, τ 0 ) into a real closed pair (R, ρ) (cf. Remark 3. 5). Applying assertion (iii) of Theorem 3. 4 to the morphism α : = ο φ we see W(T O ) > 0. Thus also assertion (ii) is proved.
In the case that A and B are semi-local and have trivial involutions the trace formula (3. 2) had been conjectured in [17] , 5. 16 with multiplicities η(τ) = 1. We shall see in part II of the paper, that indeed all n (τ) = l in this case.
We now discuss a case where multiplicities n (τ) = 2 occur in a trivial way. Let A be a π-ring. The involution J is a π-automorphism of A. We denote for z in W (A) the image (J A )+(z) by z. 
Lemma 3. 11. For every signature a of A and every element z of W (A) we have a (z) = σ (z). In other words, J A is an automorphism of (.4, σ).
Proof. a extends to a signature τ of
(Λ, ρ) is a covering of (A, a). Thus (R, ρ) is a real closure of (A, σ). Proposition 3. 14. Assume (A, a) is connected and has trivial involution. Let (Λ, ρ) be a real closure of (A, σ). Then (R OJ ρ R 0 ) is a strict real closure of (A, a).
This follows from Proposition 2. 8, since by Theorem 3. 9 any two real closures of (A, σ) are isomorphic over (A, a). We investigate the Situation described in Theorem 3. 15 in a special case. Proof. We regard Γ s a subring of /?, which is possible since T -> R is finite etale. Clearly R Q = T and J is non degenerate. By Theorem 3. 15 there exists a signature ρ on R extending both σ and τ, and by Proposition 3. 12 there exists no other signature of R extending τ. If ( ', ρ') is a real closure of (Γ, τ), then [/?' : T] ^ 2 by Proposition 2. 8. We now see from Theorem 3. 9 that ( , ρ) is isomorphic to (/?', ρ') over (Γ, τ), and hence (/i, ρ) is real closed. Thus the assertions (i) and (ii) are proved. If oc is a covering then also l ® a is a covering, which proves (iii). 
W(T,ia) ^W(K,ot)=Z,
and we denote by τ and ρ the unique signatures of (Γ, id) and (K, oc) respectively. We further denote by σ 0 the signature of K 0 corresponding to the ordering <, i. e. the restriction of σ to (K 0 , id). Clearly ρ extends τ and τ extends σ 0 . If / =j= id, then / is non degenerate, and we see from Proposition 3. 12 -or by a direct argument -that ρ also extends σ. We embed (K, oc) into (K, J)~ identifying an element χ of K with the element O, #(#)) of (K, /Γ. Case 1: / = id. Clearly (T, id, τ) is a strict real closure of (K, id, a) . The signature ρ of (K, <x) can not be extended to the unique non trivial covering (K χ K, ) of (K, <x), since W (K χ K, ) = 0. Thus (K, α, ρ) is a real closure of (K, id, σ). (This also follows from Proposition 3. 14.)
Case 2: / Φ id. As just proved ( ", α, ρ) is a real closure of (K 0 , id, <T O ), hence also a real closure of (Tif, /, σ) (cf. Proposition 3. 13). § 4. Extension of signatures to fields
We first consider the case that σ is a signature of a local ring A with trivial Involution. We are looking for prime ideals $ of A such that σ can be extended to the quotient field A (p) = A^I\>A^ of A/p. Let P denote the set of all a in A* with σ (a) = l and let Q denote the set of all finite sums a l + · · · + a; with a^ in P. Then <2 is a multiplicative subset of A which clearly does not meet any prime ideal p of A such that σ extends to a signature τ of A (p), since the images of the elements of Q in A (p) must be positive with respect to the ordering corresponding to τ (cf. the introduction). Thus it is very natural to investigate the maximal prime ideals of A which do not meet Q. It turns out that we are in a very pleasant Situation: The complement of Q w (-Q) in A is already a prime ideal. In the case that 2 is a unit in A the following theorem has already been proved by Kanzaki and Kitamura [11] . We finally show that p is a prime ideal. Let χ be in A and y be in p. We want to show xy € p. This is clear from the definition of p if χ lies in Q or in -Q. If # lies in p then, s we have already shown, l + χ lies in Q, hence
Thus p is an ideal. The complement Q w ( -Q) of p is closed under multiplication, hence p is prime. The proof of Theorem 4. l is finished.
We call £ the prime ideal of A associated with the signature σ, and σ the signature of A (p) induced by σ. For the sets P and () we write more precisely Γ (a)*) and (?(σ).
We return to π-rings. For χ an element of a π-ring A we use the notations 
N (z) = N(x) + N(y) + S(xy).
Since The proof would Interrupt our study of real closures too much, and will be postponed to Appendix B of this paper. We use the terms "prime ideal p associated with σ" and "signature σ induced by σ on A (p)" for serni-local pairs (A, σ) s above.
In general Z (a) will have several maximal elements.
Example 4. 9. Let X < C n be an irredueible affine curve, defined over the field H of real numbers, which has real points. Let Z,, . . ., Z f denote the connected components of the set X(E) of real points of X with respect to the strong topology, and let A denote the ring E.
[X] of regul r functions on X, which are defined over M, equipped with the trivial involution. We identify the points p € X(R) with the maximal ideals p of A such that A/$ = M. Every $ € X(R) yields a signature We call a π-ring C weakly semi-local, if C contains a semi-local π-subring C' such that C is integral over C'. Notice that coverings of semi-local rings in general are not semi-local but only weakly semi-local. The whole theory developed in [17] for semi-local rings immediately generalizes to weakly semi-local rings.
Assume now that our ring A with trivial involution is weakly semi-local. Then we can find some natural number h ^> l such that l -4Λ is a unit in A. Proof. Let p~°°TL denote the ring of rational numbers whose denominator is a power of p, and let C denote the ring of algebraic numbers generated over ρ~°°Ζ by the p r -ih roots of unity with r running through all natural numbers. (It would suffice to cpnsider the ring generated by the p-th roots of unity.) We regard C s a π-ring with trivial involution. The quotient field K of C is non real. Since by Corollary 4. 11 every signature of C extends to K (in a unique way, cf. [17] , 2. 14), also C is non real. As is well known C is a covering of />~°°Z. Since p is a unit in T we have a canonical map a from p~~°°1L to T. By Corollary 1. 7 there e,xists a homomorphism β from C to T such that the diagram C commutes. The image (C) cannot be contained in T since otherwise β and τ would yield a signature on C. Thus certainly T Φ T. Now Theorem 5. l (ii) implies the assertion.
Appendix A. Complements on equivariant coverings
The goal of this appendix is to give some complements to the theory of equivariant coverings developed in § 1. In particular we shall prove here Proposition 1. 5 on the existence of universal coverings in f ll generality, thus ciosing a gap in § 1.
In contrast to the main body of the paper π here denotes an arbitrary finite group. Assume that ω is a subgroup of π and A is an ω-ring. We construct from A an "induced" π-ring B = Α ω~*π in the following way: As Ζπ-module B is induced from A in the usual way, B = TLn ® τω A . For g in π and a in A we write (g, a) instead of g ® a. These symbols satisfy the relations g' g, a) . In particular by taking s e a primitive idempotent we see that every connected π-ring A is isomorphic to a ring A^n with \A Q \ connected. Proof. In fact, if φ is a finite covering then φ' is certainly finite etale, and thus again a finite covering, since by Proposition A. 2 both A w^n and Β ω~*π are connected. From this the assertion follows for an arbitrary covering 99, since the functor Α~~*Α ω~*π respects direct limits.
We now construct a universal covering of an arbitrary connected π-ring A, s promised in § 1. We choose a primitive idempotent e of A and regard the component AQ\ = Ae of \A\ s a ring without group action. We choose a universal covering The proof is left to the reader. We finally describe a relation between the Galois group of a connected π-ring A and the ordinary Galois group of a component of \A\. g^(g'\ a) ).
g£n
We leave the proof, which is not difficult, to the reader. We see from Proposition A. 9 and the fundamental Theorem 1.11, that if a π-action on the universal covering D of \A \ is known which extends the π-action on A, then in principle all equivariant coverings of A can be found from the ordinary coverings of \A\.
If A is a field, π has order > 2, and π operates faithfully on A, then certainly an action of π on Z) extending the action on A does not exist [3] , and thus the sequence in Proposition A. ii) Starting from the presentation (*) we now show that z is a sum of two elements of P. It suffices to consider the case r = 3. Then our assertion will follow for arbitrary r by induction. We shall choose elements Λ, β in A such that the elements c: = « a + 0 a , * 2 K + a 8 ) + 0X, * 2 a 2 + £ 2 K + «3) are units. If this is done, z = (a 1 + a 2 a 3 c~1) + (a 2 + ^2a 3 c~1) will be a presentation of z s a sum of two elements of P. To obtain the elements α, β with the desired properties we prescribe the images of <x, β in the fields A /m with m running through the maximal ideals of A in the following way: If a x + α 3 φ 0 mod m, then a == l, /? = 0 mod nt. If a 2 + α 3 Φ 0 mod m, then α Ξ Ο, β == l mod m. Finally if 0^ + a 3 and a 2 + a 3 both lie in m, we impose the conditions oc == l, β φ Ο, /? 2 φ -l mod m. All these conditions can be fulfilled simultaneously, since A is semi-local and all residue class fields A/m contain more than two elements.
Bemark B. 6. If A Q is a local ring with maximal ideal m, then without any further restriction on A every element z of Q(a) is an element of Γ (a) or a sum of two elements of Γ (a), s is easily seen, cf. Remark 4. 2. If A Q lm contains at least three elements, then z can always be written s a sum of two elements of /"(σ), since there exist units α and β of A 0 such that <x 2 + z is again a unit.
